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Abstract

One of the most intriguing laws in modern physics must be the Boltzmann’s entropy principle.

As it stated, entropy within an isolated subspace increases with time, but it does not tell us why

it has to be changing naturally with time. Since any evolution of our universe has a profound

connection on her subspaces, from which we see that; there is a connection of entropy changes

within an isolated (passive) subspace. Based on the big bang creation of our universe we see

that; entropy within an isolated subspace increases naturally with time, since every subspace is

a temporal (t > 0) subspace. In other words every subspace has a price tag; an amount of

energy ∆E and a section of time ∆t to create. Yet without an amount of information ∆I it is

impossible to created. Although entropy can be traded with information, but it is the amount

(e.g., in bits) but not the actual information that most physicists assumed. I have also shown

that Shannon type communication is for reliable information transmission and it is not

purposely to make the transmitted signal more ambiguous as quantum entanglement

communication has proposed.
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1 Boltzmann’s Entropy

As accepted by most cosmologists our universe was created with a huge energy explosion (i.e.,

big bang) with time within a “non-empty” space. But empty space and temporal space are

mutually exclusive, we see that every subspace no matter how small it is created by an amount

of energy �E and a section of time �t (i.e., �E, �t) within our universe [1, 2]. From which we

see that; every subspace is temporal (t > 0) (i.e., existed with time). From which we see that;

every subspace or substance changes “naturally” with time.

In view of entropy universe, there are two simple and elegant laws which must be the

Boltzmann’s entropy principle [3] and Shannon’s information theory [4]. As from their

mathematical similarity it exists a profoundly relationship between them as given by.

S= - k ln p (1)

I= - log2 p (2)

where S is the Boltzmann’s entropy in joules per degree kelvin and I is the Shannon’s amount

information in bits, p represents a probabilistic distribution of particles within an isolated

system or subspace, k is the Boltzmann constant, ln and log2 are the natural log and log of 2.

From which we see that an amount of information can be simply traded with an amount of

entropy as given by.

S↔ I (3)

In other words, an amount of information in bits is equivalently equaled to an amount of

entropy as given by.

S= k I ln 2 (4)

Which is precisely the relationship what we were looking for the application of information in

science. But we have frequently misused interpreted an amount of entropy as the actual

information, since a quantity of information is “not” representing the actual information since

it represents as a “cost” (e.g., in bits). For example, there are thousands of articles having “the

same bits” of information but different articles. In fact, there are numerous physical substances
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other than articles may have the same amount of information in bits. For instance copies of

books may have the same bits but different books.

Nevertheless, within our temporal universe, every subspace is changing with time [3, 4], from

which we see that; Boltzmann’s entropy as well Shannon’s information cannot be the

exception. As Boltzmann’s entropy stated, within an isolated subspace entropy increases with

time or remains constant, but Eq. (1) does not show entropy changes with time as the principle

did? The reason is that entropy increases naturally with time is due to time dependent universe

by which her boundary expands constantly at the speed of light [3, 4].

Similarly to Eq. (2) we see that; the higher the amount of information is given by a source, the

more uncertain its information is provided. Again we see that p is independent of time.

However in principle every physical law is changing naturally with time (i.e., t > 0), strictly

Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) should be written as time variable equations as given by,

S(t) = - k ln p(t), t> 0 (5)

I(t) = - log2 p(t), t> 0 (6)

where t> 0 denotes equation exists if an only if within the positive time domain and k

represents the Boltzmann’s constant. We see that information or entropy “increases” (i.e.,

changes) with time. And an amount of entropy is equivalently equaled to an amount of I(t) in

bits.

S(t) = k I(t) ln2, t> 0 (7)

With reference to preceding equation we see that entropy increases as amount information

increases. In other words “every bit” of information �I takes an amount of energy �E and a

section of time �t to “transmit” or to create such as given by,

�I ~ �E �t= h (8)

per bit of information. In view of Eq. (7) an amount of entropy �S per bit of information can

be written as,

�S = k ln 2 (9)

per bit of information. Since entropy �S is equaled to an amount of energy �Q divided by

Kelvin temperature T as given by [5];

�S = �Q/T (10)
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every quantum state energy is approximately equaled to an amount of entropy,

�S ~ �E �t/T= h/T, per bit of information (11)

where every �E is “coexisted” with �t, �Q = �E �t, T is the absolute thermal noise temperature

in Kelvin (i.e., T = C+ 273), and C is the temperature in degree Celsius.

In which we see that every bit of information is profoundly connected with the law of

Heisenberg’s uncertainty[6]. Since every subspace is created by �E and �t, Boltzmann’s

entropy as well Shannon’s information is also profoundly connected with uncertainty principle

as given by,

�E �t≥ h (12)

Or equivalently,

�� �t≥ 1 (13)

where �� is the bandwidth. Thus we see that every law, principle, theory, and paradox has a

necessary cost of �E and �t, otherwise law, principle, theory, and paradox cannot guarantee to

be existed within our universe [7, 8].

Since increasing entropy is regarded as a “degradation” of energy by Kelvin, but entropy was

actually originated by Clausius [9]. Yet Kelvin might have intended it to be used as a

“negative” of entropy (i.e., neg-entropy). From which we see that; as entropy (or amount of

information) increases meant that; there is an amount of “energy degradation” within an

isolated subspace. Which is also meant that; an amount of entropy or amount of information

“degrades with time” within an isolated (i.e., passive) subspace. Let me stress again; “energy

degradation” naturally with time is due to boundary expansion of our universe at the speed of

light [1, 2]. From which as I see it; entropy increases naturally with time is “no longer” a myth,

as some scientists believed it is.

In view all the laws and principles are attached with a cost (i.e., �E, �t), however it is the

section of time that will be used can be squeezed to zero (i.e., �t⟶ 0). But we can never be

able to achieve it, even though we assume that we have all the energy of �E allows us to pay

for it! That is the physical limit of temporal (t > 0) subspace. In other words the instantaneous

moment at t = 0 can only be approached but can “never” be able to attend. This is precisely the

law of entropy within an isolated (passive) subspace increases “naturally” with time.
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2.Quantum limited Information

Every substance or subspace (no matter how small it is) has a piece of information. For

example, the universe is filled with information (i.e., spatial, and temporal), or information is

compacting the entire universe. Strictly speaking, if one is dealing with the origin of the

universe, the aspect of information has never been absence. Then one would ask:What would

be the amount of information, aside the necessary cost of �E and ∆t, is required to create a

specific subspace or substance? Equivalently what would be the equivalent amount of entropy

to create it? This is a very viable question to be answer, let me start with the law of uncertainty

as given by,

�� �t≥ 1 (14)

where ∆ � is the bandwidth. Preceding equation shows a profound relationship of an

“information cell” is limited by �� �t = 1 [9], as illustrated in Figure 1. As we know that every

bit of information can be effectively transmitted, if and only if it is limited with the limit of the

uncertainty principle (i.e., ��⋅�t ≥ 1). This relationship implies that bandwidth of the signal

should be either equal or smaller than bandwidth of the system (i.e., 1/�t ≤ ��). From which

�t and �� can be “traded”.

Figure 1. Shows various (��, �t) sizes of information cells; where ��n and �tn are the bandwidths and time-

limited sections, and �1> �2>�3> … >�n are the center frequencies.
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We stress that this is the unit region but not the shape of the information. From which we see

that within each region, that is (��, �t) [or equivalently (�E, �t)] can be mutually traded. But

it is from �� to �t or from �E to �t, since �� and �E are physical quantities. Therefore we see

that; once a section of �t is expensed, we cannot get back the same moment of �t, although we

can create the same section of �t since time is a forward dependent variable.

From which we see that there are two types of information transmission orientations; one is

limited by uncertainty Principle and the other is constrained within the certainty subspace.

And the boundary between these two regimes is given by ��⋅�t = 1 (or �E⋅�t = h) which is

known as Quantum Unit [10]. In which we see that under uncertainty regime, information is

carried by means of intensity (i.e., amplitude square) variation. Yet, information can also be

transmitted within the certainty regime, for instance such as applied to complex-amplitude

communication [11, 10]. Since it is limited by the law of uncertainty, a quantum unit subspace

(QLS) is depicted in Figure 2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. A set of Quantum Limited Subspaces (QLS)

As we know that every subspace within our universe is a temporal (t > 0) subspace, the radius

of any temporal (t> 0) subspace can be described by a time dependent variable as given by.

r= c ·�t (15)

where c is the speed of light and �t represents a section of time. In which we see that the size

of the subspace enlarges rapidly as �t increases as given by.

V= (¾) � (c�t)3 (16)

Since carrier bandwidth �� and time resolution �t are exchangeable, the size of the QLS

enlarges as the carrier bandwidth �� decreases. In which we see that narrower the carrier
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bandwidth �� has the advantage of having a larger quantum limited subspace for complex-

amplitude communication as shown in Figure 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. A “very large” quantum limited subspace as depicted in Figure 3(a) can be realized in practice

within our temporal (t > 0) space: For example such as applied to synthetic aperture radar imaging shown

in Figure 3(b).

From which we see that it is possible to create a temporal (t > 0) coherent subspace within a

temporal (t > 0) space (i.e., our universe) for complex-amplitude communication. But it is

“not” possible to create any time independent or timeless (t = 0) subspace within our temporal

universe, since timeless (t = 0) subspace or time independent subspace cannot exist within our

temporal (t > 0) universe. We note that; timeless (t = 0) space is a virtual subspace without

time, it is an instantaneous limit (i.e., ∆t= 0) of our temporal (t > 0) universe which is the

well-known causality principle of our time-space [13]. From which we see that; response can

only occur after the excitation within our temporal (t > 0) subspace. As we have shown in the

preceding the limit of �t⟶0 within a temporal subspace can only be approaching at the

expense of a huge amount of energy �E, but we will never be able to reach it!

Since timeless (t = 0) space cannot exist within temporal space, which is known as “temporal

space exclusive principle”, I note that timeless (t = 0) or time independent subspace is not an

inaccessible subspace as some scientists claimed, since inaccessibility implies it is existed

within our temporal (t > 0) universe. One of the apparent reasons for the using a large

quantum limited subspace for complex information transmission must be for the application to

complex wave front transmission (e.g., holography) [12], complex-match filter synthesis [14]

and as well apply to synthetic aperture radar imaging [11]. But there is a price to pay, since it

requires a longer section of �t .
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3.Reliable Information Transmission

One of the aspects in communication is that; reliable information can be transmitted at high

degree of certainty such that information can be properly receive. In which there are two key

equations from mutual communication perspective are: mutual information transmission

through a passive additive noise channel as given by [5],

I(A;B) = H(A) – H(A/B) (17)

and

I(A;B) = H(B) – H(B/A) (18)

where H(A) represents the entropy or information provided by the sender, H(A/B) is the

information loss (or equivocation) through communication channel due to noise, H(B)

represents the amount of information received at the receiving end and H(B/A) is noise

entropy of the transmitting channel.

Yet, there is a distinction between these two equations; one is for “reliable” information

transmission and the other is for “retrieving” the information that has been send. In other

words an information will be reliably convey to the receiver and the other is to retrieve an

information that has been already received by the receiver. Although both equations represent

the mutual communication between sender and receiver; but their objectives are rather

different. Example: Eq. (17) is developed for reliable information transmission for which

transmitted information has a high degree of certainty to reach the receiver.While Eq. (18) is

purposely used to retrieve information from a noisy received information. For which we see

that; for reliable information transmission, one can simply increase the signal energy at the

transmitting end such that is has a higher signal to noise ratio at the receiving end. While for

unreliable information transmission is to extract information from an ambiguous corrupted

received information. In other words, one is to be sure that information will be receiving by the

receiver before transmission is started and the other is to retrieve the information after

information has been received by the receiver.

In principle we have two kinds of information transmission orientations; one is information

retrieval orientation developed by Norbert Wiener’s [15,16] and the other is reliable

transmission orientation developed by Claude Shannon [4]. However there is a major

distinction between them; Wiener’s communication strategy is that; if the information is

corrupted through transmission, it may be recovered at the receiving end, but with a “heavy
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price” to pay by post processing. Yet Shannon’s information-transmission carries a step further

by encoding the information before it is transmitted such that, information can be “reliably”

received, but also with a “price” which is mostly at the transmitting end. In view of the Wiener

and Shannon orientations; mutual information transfer of Eq. (17) is kind of Shannon type,

while Eq. (18) is kind of a Wiener type. From which we see that; reliable information

transmission is basically manipulated by the sender to minimize the noise entropy H(A/B) (or

equivocation) of the channel, as shown by.

I(A;B) ≈H(A) (19)

Nevertheless a simple way to achieve is by increasing the signal energy (i.e., �E) to noise ratio.

And other is by redundancy coding.

But as for Wiener type information retrieval it is to recover the transmitted information after it

was corrupted.Which is to maximize H(B/A) (i.e., the channel noise). Since the entropy H(B)

at the receiving end is larger than the entropy at the sending end [i.e.,H(B) > H(A)] we have,

I(A; B) = H(B) – H(B/A) ≈ H(A) (20)

From which we see that; information can be recovered after being received, again has a price;

�E and �t. In view of these strategies, we see that the price paid for using Weiner type for

communication would be much higher than the Shannon type. For example aside the price

paid for higher amount of energy �E it required a much longer section of time �t to pay for

post processing. Thus we see that Wiener communication strategy has an advantage for a

none-cooperative sender; for examples such as applied to radar detection, and others. One the

other hand, Shannon type provides a more reliable information transmission strategy, by

simply increasing the signal to noise such that every bit of information can be “reliably

transmitted” to the receiver.

In view of quantum entanglement communication [17], we see that it is basically using Wiener

communication strategy. We see that the price pay by the receiver will be much higher and

also much more costly. For instance post processing takes more energy (i.e., ∆E0 and it

requires much longer time (i.e., ∆t) to post processing that deviates further away from real

time to receiving the message. From which we see that; quantum entanglement information

transmission requires that received signal [i.e., H(B)] be “more equivocal” (i.e., uncertain). In

other words quantum entanglement communication has treated H(B) as an information source

instead of corrupted information entropy at the receiving end. Since larger entropy H(B) at
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the receiving end as compared with the information source H(A) [i.e., H(B) ≥ H(A)], it does

not mean that increases H(B) entropy at the receiving end improves the information source

entropy H(A) at the transmitting end. For example entropy for binary digital source is H(A) =

1 bit per unit ∆t, it is wrong to treat the received end entropy H(B) as an information source

since H(B) > H(A). However if the binary digital source (e.g., 0 and 1) can simultaneously

and instantaneously be transmitted (i.e., a qubit or quantum bit) then H(B) can be interpreted

as the information source, but H(A) would be a qubit source. But as I had have shown that the

simultaneously and instantaneously superposition principle only existed within an empty

timeless (t = 0) space but not exist within our temporal (t > 0) universe [8, 18]. Nevertheless

this is precisely a wrong strategy for reliable information transmission as Shannon. In other

words by treating H(B) as an information source at the receiver it does not represent as the

information source of H(A). From which as I see it, quantum entanglement communication is

basically designed for extracting information as Weiner type communication. Anyway it is not

the purpose of reliable information-transmission of Shannon. Nevertheless quantum

entanglement information-transmission dependents on the principle of superposition principle,

but superposition principle does “not” exist within our universe since empty space.Which is a

mathematical virtual subspace that is not a physically realizable subspace since empty and

temporal spaces are mutually excluded.

4. Conclusion

It is reasonable to assume that our universe was created from a big bang explosion, since our

universe has been observed as an expanding universe. This has been an enticing reason for

astrophysicists to assume that our universe was created within an “absolute empty” space

about 14 billion light years ago. But from physical realizable standpoint, it is not possible that

for our universe was created within an empty space since temporal (t >0) and timeless (t = 0)

are mutually exclusive. Of which we see that; every subspace within our universe, that is no

matter how small it is, is created by an amount of energy �E and a section of time �t (i.e., �E,

�t). From which we see that every subspace within our universe is a temporal (t> 0) subspace,

otherwise it cannot exist within our time-space. From which we see that entropy of an isolated

(passive) subspace is constantly changing naturally with time. Since both Shannon

information measure and Boltzmann entropy expression were described in logarithmic forms,

entropy and information can be simply traded. By which we see that trading an amount of
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information equals to an amount of entropy is possible. Nevertheless the cost of information is

not representing the actual information. For instance, a 100,000-bit book has 2100000 possible

volumes of books which is also not included all other books in different languages.

Nevertheless, the essence of this article is to show that entropy within an isolated subspace is

changing naturally with time, which is primarily due to the constantly dynamic expansion of

our universe. Finally, I have also shown that Shannon type communication is primarily for

“reliable” information transmission so that higher degree of certainty information can be

received at the transmitted end. It is “not” by means of making the received signal more

ambiguous as quantum entanglement communication has proposed.
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